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So you’re thinking about trying delta 8. To be clear, you should definitely expect to feel some
effects as far as getting high. However, in most instances the effects are not nearly as strong as
“traditional” delta 9 THC – i.e. the type that is found in recreational and medical marijuana
products.
Delta 8 offers more of a calm, controlled, subtle high. Many claim that it is roughly half the
potency of a regular marijuana high. Of course, in order to experience an authentic delta 8 high,
you have to use high quality, well-made products from reliable manufacturers.
In this article, we’ve put together a list of a handful of reputable companies that offer delta 8
products. Whether you’re looking for the best delta 8 gummies available or a quality delta 8
tincture, we’ll point out some expertly-crafted products that deliver a true, authentic delta 8
experience.
Top Products For An Authentic Delta 8 Experience
Another thing to consider in order to get the most out of your delta 8 experience is to choose the
right product type. Similar to CBD, delta 8 products are available in a variety of forms, including
gummies, oils, edibles and more. High-potency delta 8 edibles typically take longer to kick in than
other forms, so this is definitely something to keep in mind before you try your first delta 8
product.
Without further ado, here are our selections for what we feel are the best, most authentic delta 8
products currently available. These products are available in most states, and can easily be ordered
online with no need for a medical cannabis card.
Premium Jane
This company has been around for years, and has become one of the most reputable and wellestablished labels in the CBD industry. They have recently branched into the delta 8 market, and
offer what we believe is the market’s best delta 8 tincture.
In addition to a potent amount of delta 8 in each serving, the oil tincture also contains CBG –
meaning you’re getting a variety of health benefits (including stress and anxiety reduction) along
with the recognizable effects of the delta 8.
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PureKana
Another brand that has been around forever in the CBD industry, PureKana are by far our favorite
manufacturers if you’re into delta 8 gummies. Be forewarned though – these gummies can be
pretty potent. We recommend starting out with just a half of one until you feel the potency of the
effects.
If you’re looking for an incredibly calm, relaxing, manageable delta 8 high, PureKana’s line of D8
gummies is what you want to go with.
Finest Labs
Last but not least, Finest Labs offers a range of delta 8 vape products that bring good value for the
money – if vaping is your consumption method of choice. The products are available in a variety of
flavors, which is a nice boost for any vape connoisseurs.
These products aren’t as potent as the Premium Jane or PureKana selections, however, so if
noticeable effects are the biggest thing you’re after, you’ll probably want to go with one of those
brands instead.
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